
WRITE A COMPILER FROM SCRATCH

This is the first post in a series on writing your own C compiler. Here are some reasons to write a compiler.

A fun course. I also implemented typeof which is also a GCC extension. Create a good parser Parser
generators are many. Because it needs to figure out and remember all this context, the code that generates the
action tree needs lots of namespace lookup tables and other thingamabobs. However, when I was reading the
C language spec to write a recursive-descendent parser for the grammar, I found that some derivations are
left-recursive. Now I recognize these exact same errors when compiling code in other languages. This kind of
error is harder to debug than a simple crash bug. It takes the list of tokens as input and create an AST as
output. But the function seemed to have no bugs. Often it's OK to directly translate a language construct like
an if statement to a lightly-parametrized code template, not unlike an HTML template. During your first
rewrite you can go implement your pretty error reporting or your super-clever garbage collection. I was
actually pretty curious as to why we were faster that the Clean program. It will take time, though. As a result,
some struct fields were initialized by garbage on the stack instead of zeros. But like all benchmarks, this one is
probably still very innaccurate. I thought I had no choice other than printf debugging because the second
generation is compiled using my compiler which does not support debug information. It is not as bad as I
thought. The rest of the files are large ones that contains core code of the compiler. The most challenging is to
attach the Parser with the AST, but when you get the idea, it becomes really mechanical. Because bit
architecture is increasingly obsolete, compiling and running bit binaries can be a headache. Digraphs can be
converted to regular characters at tokenization, so it is useless but also harmless. Day 45 I was wondering how
gcov would work on my code base. There's a command line option to print out the internal abstract syntax
tree. First, create a new file named ast. Because of this incompatibility, a loop that is using a function
compiled with GCC for the terminating condition but the loop itself is compiled with my compiler terminated
immediately on the first iteration. I moved functions from that file to another one-by-one to find a function
that is causing the issue. Parser Duties The parser adds structure to to the ordered list of tokens the lexer
produces. The only difference was this: My compiler checks all bits in a register to determine if the register
contains a boolean true value, while GCC checks only the least significant 8 bits. Read the books! We also
declare the Print function on it. I have no plan to support the trigraph. Both features have no use cases at this
moment, but it is OK to be there since the amount of code I wrote for them is very small.


